
Accelerate Your Workflow

|  Mass update multiple transaction lines in a single 

action.

|  Filter and sort data to quickly locate specific 

transaction lines.

|  Effortlessly move and resize columns for a 

personalized view.

Enhance Efficiency and Productivity

|  Eliminate the need to navigate between multiple 

screens.

|  Reduce transaction processing time and 

minimize errors.

|  Empower users to handle large volumes of data 

efficiently.

Embrace User-Friendly Navigation

| Intuitive interface for seamless operation.

| Dark-mode enabled.

|  Familiar spreadsheet layout for effortless 

transaction management.

| Keyboard shortcuts for quick data manipulation.

The Multi Line Edit Tool enables NetSuite 

users to simplify and streamline their NetSuite 

transaction lines through mass-editing in a 

single click. This innovative SuiteApp helps 

to save time, boost efficiency and streamline 

transaction processing, transforming the entire 

process into a seamless spreadsheet-like 

experience. 

In the past, this task would consume at 

least 15 minutes, but with the tool, it’s 

been reduced by over 95%. 

King Business Interiors

Key FeaturesOverview

Multi Line Edit Tool
Mass-Edit +200 Line Items in a Single Click*
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Enhanced Filtering and 
Sorting with Detailed Criteria

The detailed criteria feature empowers NetSuite 

users to refine their transaction searches, 

enabling them to focus only on the relevant 

entries. This granular filtering capability 

simplifies the modification of complex and 

extensive transactions, eliminating the need to 

export and manipulate data externally. 

With the detailed criteria feature, NetSuite users 

can seamlessly manage their transactions within 

the system, maintaining data integrity, security, 

and compliance.

Multi Line Edit Tool in Action

King Business Interiors has harnessed the Multi 

Line Edit Tool to significantly enhance their 

processes. Whether they needed to modify 50 

or 200 lines in a vendor-specific quote nestled 

within a 500-line document, the impact has 

been remarkable. “In the past, this task would 

consume at least 15 minutes, but with the tool, 

it’s been reduced by over 95%. This newfound 

efficiency has allowed us to allocate

our time to more strategic activities, making 

it an invaluable asset for anyone tasked with 

managing extensive data sets. The solution 

has greatly improved our data management 

and productivity, allowing us to deliver a more 

efficient and effective service to our clients,” 

mentions King.


